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To:
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Subject:

RICE, APRIL R [ARICE@scana.com]
Tuesday, September 29, 20094:57 PM
Berkowitz, Carl M; Dozier, Tamsen; Davis (FSME), Jennifer; Prendergast-Kennedy, Ellen L

,---RICE,APRIL R
( FW: Clarification regarding sites 38FA38, 38FA39, and 38FA40 ]
v-

Here is the clarification requested.

-----Original Message-----
From: Matis, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.Matis@tetratech.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 3:22 PM
To: RICE, APRIL R
Cc: Patton, Daniel; Louie, Richard; Connor, Steven; SUMMER, STEPHEN E
Subject: FW: 38FA38, 38FA39, and 38FA40

April,

Here are the notes from today's teleconference for your use.

Lisa

-----Original Message-----
From: Natalie Adams [mailto:npadams@newsouthassoc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 10:50 AM
To: Matis, Lisa
Subject: 38FA38, 38FA39, and 38FA40

Lisa,
This email serves to clarify the status of 38FA38, 38FA39, and 38FA40, which were previously identified by
George Teague in 1972 and reported on in 1979. These three sites were originally identified by Teague within
areas surveyed by New South Associates as a part of the proposed expansion of V.C. Summer Nuclear
Station.

When we researched the state site files, the locations were listed as "questionable". The reason for this was
that when permanent site numbers were obtained for the 1979 report, it was several years after the survey.
They were plotted approximately where they were believed to be based on site descriptions written in 1972.

During New South Associates' surveys at V.C. Summer, we were unable to identify sites in those locations.
While a number of nearby sites were identified, we were not confident that they could be correlated with any of
the previously identified sites due to significant discrepancies in location, size, and cultural components. In
consultation with the State site files manager, we decided to give all the sites identified new site numbers.

In sum, the decision was made to give all of the sites identified at V.C. Summer new site numbers rather than
attempting to apply the older numbers to sites that mayor not be those found by Teague.

Please let me know if anyone has further questions.

Thanks,
Natalie Adams
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